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Missing Energy Signals
Missing energy signals are a big part
of the new physics menu at colliders,
largely because of the potential
connection to dark matter.
We still don’t know what dark matter
is, but we know it is at most weakly
interacting.
We know it should look like
“nothing” to a collider detector.
We have reason to think it should
have reasonably large couplings to at
least some of the Standard Model, in
order to explain its abundance in the
Universe.

“Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View” by Cornelia Parker

A Cartoon WIMP Theory
A typical WIMP theory has a whole
“layer” of new particles.
E.g. SUSY, UED, Little Higgs, ...
The WIMP is the lightest of these
new states, and must be neutral and
~stable to be viable dark matter.
Most of the heavier “WIMP siblings”
usually are coloured and/or charged,
and thus interact much more
strongly with the Standard Model
particles than the WIMP does.
They decay into the WIMP itself plus
Standard Model particles.
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LHC can produce WIMP siblings,
which decay into WIMPs and
other SM particles.
“KK Sgluquarkino Pair Production
Followed by Decay into WIMPs”

χ
LHC can directly produce WIMP pairs.
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LHC can’t produce WIMPs.
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If dark matter is a thermal relic,
annihilation into the SM control its
abundance in the Universe.
The observed relic abundance is
suggestive of a cross section:
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LHC or direct detection rate.

The dark matter could also be
produced non-thermally, or the
history of the Universe could be
non-standard.

Feng
53,40 Euro for 20 servings
Available in Blue Raspberry, Fruit
Punch, and Grape flavors....
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WIMP Sibling
Production

Squarks and Gluinos
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Searches for missing energy plus
various numbers of jets put bounds on
squark and/or gluino (“coloured
sibling”) production.
Gluinos decay to two jets + WIMP
Squarks into one jet + WIMP
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For equal masses, searches require
them to be larger than about 1 TeV
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Limits are still several hundred GeV
when one or the other is very heavy.
These limits assume the WIMP mass is
less than 200 GeV.
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3rd Generation Squarks
1 lepton analysis
Analysis: 1 lepton + 4 jets + ETmiss
mentioned
yesterday,
1 jet tagged as b

As Guido
naturalness requires SUSY to have
light(ish) stops.

Example: direct sbottom production

The left-handed stop comes along with
a sbottom with a roughly
similar
mass. jets and Etmiss (0 leptons)
Analysis:
2 b-tagged
The squark masses are also rather
tightly coupled to the gluino mass
through the renormalization group.

Exclude gluino mass below 520 GeV

Searches for single flavors of squarks
are becoming veryExclude
interesting.
The
nextthan
sbottom
lighter
GeV if chi01 lighter
year is likely to be ~350-390
very enlightening!

m(gluino)>560 GeV

than ~120 GeV
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Results
as
Sim
Results as Simp
Simplified Models
One can step away from
specific MSSM assumptions by
working with simplified models.
These are
phenomenological sketches
of theories with some basic
particles and decays built
into them.
The experimental
collaborations have been willing
to explore casting their SUSY
searches into this framework,
allowing for a much more
flexible interpretation of limits.

Are these result represen

Hiding SUSY?
CMS

95% CL Limit ! × B (pb)

Maybe SUSY dark matter is a red
herring. We can get all of the
naturalness properties we like from
SUSY without asking it to explain dark
matter as well.
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Turning on R-parity violating
interactions quickly runs into strong
constraints. There should be some
organizing principle such as minimal
flavour violation. Csaki, Grossman, Heidenreich, 1111.1239
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Figure 3: Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the cross section for gluino p
production through RPV decays, where the branching ratio of the gluino to three jets is 100
Also shown are the ±1s and ±2s bands on the expected limit, as well as the theoretical NL
cross section for gluino production.

The baryon-number-violating interaction
can lead coloured superpartners to
decay entirely into jets.

CMS Search for gluinos
decaying into qqq.

Direct WIMP
Production

Maverick WIMP Production
Producing WIMPs directly requires there to be
some initial radiation from the incoming quarks
or gluons: a “monojet” event.
We’re not very sensitive to the details of how
the WIMP couples to quarks and gluons: we can
use effective field theories to parameterize all
leading contributions.
We can recycle existing ADD graviton searches
(though they are not perfectly optimized).
This kind of process works best for very light
WIMPs, because they can be produced easily
with a lot of kinetic energy, leading to large
missing energy.
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Beltran, Hooper, Kolb, Krusberg,
TMPT, JHEP 1009:037

constraints on light DM particles. Collider experiments can access interactions
ect detection searches, and outperform direct detection experiments by about an
e for certain operators in a large part of parameter space. For operators which are
w momentum transfer, collider searches have already placed constraints on such
their use as an explanation for DAMA.

Example EFT: Majorana WIMP

DUCTION
As an example, we can write down

operators of interest for a Majorana
WIMP.
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Beltran, Hooper, Kolb, Krusberg,
TMPT, JHEP 1009:037 (2010)

In terms of the WIMP mass
and its interaction with
quarks and/or gluons, we can
predict the rate of monojet
production.
There are SM backgrounds
from producing a Z which
decays into neutrinos plus a
jet of hadrons as well as
fakes.
The EFT also allows a more
model-independent mapping
from collider signals into
direct and indirect searches.
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Rajaraman, Shepherd, TMPT, Wijanco [1108.1196]
See also: Fox, Harnik, Kopp, Tsai [1109.4398]




The LHC collaborations are now working on doing these analyses themselves...

Colliders - Direct Detection
Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, Shepherd,
TMPT,Yu 1005.1286
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From WIMPs to SIMPs...
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Iso-spin Violating

Rajaraman, Shepherd, TT
Wijanco 1108.1196

For up- and down-quark
couplings adjusted such that fn ~ -0.7 fp,
FIG. 11: Spin independent coupling assuming both down and up type coupling such that the
constraints fromneutron
Xenon
arecoupling
muchratioweaker
than
to proton
is -0.7. The
red linethe
is theCoGeNT
constraint from signal.
the Tevatron search.
The blue lines are the LHC 7 TeV constraint and LHC 14 discovery reach, which are dashed and
Naive MFV implementations
are ruled out by colliders, but specific non-MFV
solid respectively. The green line is the XENON100 constraint.[24] The black lines (both solid and
Feng, Kumar, Marfatia, Sanford 1102.4331 (see also: Chang, Pierce, Weiner 1004.0697)
constructions survive.
dashed) are the CDMS constraints.[26, 27] The orange region is CoGeNT favored results.[19]

SD Bounds from ATLAS
Equal u- and d- couplings
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Majorana WIMP
SD-interaction

to a photon and a second vector boson, either another photon or a Z boson, throug

coupling the DM to SM quarks (represented as the shaded circle).
The
effective theory language can also
vector bilinears (D5-8,
M5-6, and C3-4)
and indirect
quark tensor bilinears (D9
bequark
effectively
mapped
into
largest numbers to coupling to gluons (D11-14, M7-10, C5-6, and R3-4). The W
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are labelled D15 and D16.
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FIG. 1: Representative Feynman diagram for the loop level annihilation of two D
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little stronger than the photon). Consequently, we consider the Z final state on
The
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ones for some operators (such as for
10 assume that the dark matter in our galactic halo is composed of equal number
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halo is made entirely of WIMPs or anti-WIMPs.
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the photon, this process
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theGenerally,
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10framework.
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quenching factors: qNa = 0.3 ± 0.1 for sodium and qI = 0.09 ± 0.03 for iodine [43], which gives
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Outlook
LHC Searches for new phenomena are going strong!
Already big statements are being made about missing energy, dark matter,
and supersymmetric theories with R-parity conservation.
The next year will get into very interesting territory, with sensitivity to
scalar stops and gluinos which should cover the most well-motivated
regions of SUSY parameter space.
(And to say nothing about the Higgs mass and the MSSM...)
More direct maverick production of dark matter is less effective than
traditional SUSY searches if we can produce coloured mediator particles
directly. If they are too heavy, maverick production will be how we fall
back to quantify limits on dark matter interactions, and make contact
between accelerator data and (in)direct searches.

Bonus Material

How Effective a Theory?
How good is the EFT approximation?

?

It depends on the momentum transfer of
the process.
Direct Detection: Q2 ~ (50 MeV)2.
EFT should work well unless you
have ultralight mediators.
Annihilation: Q2 ~ M2.

~ pT

2

Bounds are generically too
conservative for colored mediators.
Too stringent for light neutral
mediators.
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Backgrounds
To calibrate our simulations, we reproduce the
CDF background using MadEvent with
Beltran, Hooper, Kolb, Krusberg, TMPT,
PYTHIA and PGS [CDF detector Model].
JHEP 1009:037 (2010)
Including NLO k-factors, we succeeded at
the % level.
The dominant physics backgrounds are:

q̄

Z + jets (with Z-> νν).
W + jets (W->eν with the e lost).
The “QCD” background from jet
mismeasurements creating fake missing
energy is subdominant, as determined by
CDF itself.
(And we don’t try to simulate it).
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Inclusive All-Hadronic Searc
Exclusion Plot

CMSSM Limits
Including CMS @EPS
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Observed and expected 95% CL exclusion limit in the
using the signal cross sections calculated at NLO
A lot of searches are done
in the are the combination of the different selectio
! Contours
shown contours De
areRoeck,
theDMUH11
envelope with respect to best
framework of mSUGRA (closely
!

related to cMSSM), which2 probability:
assumesP( 2) for CMSSM
a set of 4+1 parametersBefore
determine
EPS: 16%
Including CMS@EPS: 11%
the super-particle
spectrum:
CMS searches significantly constrain allowed SUSY parameter space.
M0:

The air is getting very thin for constrained SUSY models but it needs more data to be
Universal
scalar More
mass
fully conclusive.
in the backup (incl. ATLAS)
We will know more after summer, but have to start preparing…

M1/2: Universal gaugino mass
A0: Universal A-term
Tan β: Ratio of Higgs VEVs
Sgn(μ): Phase of the
supersymmetric Higgs mass
parameter.

Melzer-Pellmann, SUSY 2011
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Magnetic inelastic DM
Chang et al [1007.4200]
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